The study of transport processes near the boundaries is important for all branches of physics. The roughness of boundaries with random inhomogeneities of different scales leads to a considerable complication. The scattering by rough walls is described either by a complicated exact boundary condition (see, e.g. , Refs. [I -5] ) which leads to a practically unsolved integrodifferential transport problem, or by an oversimplified condition with some balance between specular and diffuse reflection. The perturbative methods [4] have a rather limited applicability.
Below we demonstrate an alternative general description of the effect of surface inhomogeneities on transport near the surface.
The problem of scattering of particles by rough walls has two parts. The energy spectrum, including the potential relief and energy bands, changes near the walls; this effect exists for perfect walls. Roughness of the wall, i.e. , randomness in the exact position and the direction of the boundary, leads to randomness in phases and directions of reflected particles even in the absence of energy changes. These two groups of effects can often be separated.
In many metals or semiconductors, or in systems with boundary adsorption, the particle energy experiences dramatic changes near the surface; then such changes dominate the scattering. We consider a film of average thickness L with the boundaries x = L/2 -g t (y, z) and x = L/2 + g2 (y, z-).
[For 2D problems one should disregard z. ] The inhomogeneities are small, gt$2 « L, and random, (g~) = (gz) = 0. The results should be expressed via the binary correlation functions gk(~st -s2~) = Q';(st) gk(s2)) which depends only on the distance between s& and s2 (usually, the inhomogeneities from different boundaries are uncorrelated, gt2 = 0). For simplicity, we consider the impenetrable walls with the boundary condition W = 0. The shift of inhomogeneity from the boundary to the bulk is achieved by the coordinate transformation similar to [6] L{x --, [6(y, D -(fi/m) x (aL/lR) (TF/E), where x = a3N is the atomic (dimensionless) density of the gas between the walls, l2 = f(0) and R are the average height and correlation radius of surface inhomogeneities, and the characteristic energy E is the larger of temperature T and the bulk degeneracy temperature TF. This should be compared with the standard bulk diffusion with the particle cross section o. .
Do -(6/m)x i a /o (TF/E) 'l (E/T)
A different problem is diffusion (Brownian) motion of a single particle between random rough walls (a classical "bouncing ball" ). This is equivalent to the diffusion problem for a particle with random bulk Hamiltonian (2) between specular Aat walls. Some distinct features of the Hamiltonian (2) (e.g., the momentum dependence of the random "perturbation" V) make it different from random Hamiltonians used in typical diffusion problems. It may well be that these particular features are responsible for some anomalies of motion of particles between random walls which were observed in computations.
We will not discuss this problem here, and will assume that the motion where 0 is the angle between P and the plane of the wall, We can calculate the localization gap and the density of states when the distance between the boundaries is so small that transitions between quantized levels P, = mnfi/L for tra. nsverse motion are impossible. Up to now, we considered particles with quadratic energy spectrum, p2/2m. The results can be extended to arbitrary spectra, e(p), e. g., "relativistic" particles (phonons or phonons) with the spectrum e = cp. After is diffusive. Then the single-particle diffusion coefficient can be trivially derived from the diffusion coefficient in the momentum space D(J'). This coefficient depends on the energy of a particle e (e is an integral of motion), and the average x component of the momentum P". The (2) . Since the plane waves are the eigenstates of both operators Ho and unperturbed Hi, the square of the matrix elements of the "perturbation" BHi in the scattering probability W(P, P ) differs from [ 
